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Recall

• 26.857

The number is_________.

There are ________ tenths.

There are __________ ones.

There are ________ hundredths.

There are __________ tens.

There are ________ thousandths.



Recall
What is the value of the 7 digit in each number?

a.) 34.712

b.) 72.835

c.) 13.178

d.) 27.165

e.) 62.467

Partition the following number. Try to show it 
partitioned in more than one way.

45.837



Recall
What is the value of the 7 digit in each number?

a.) 34.712 = 7 tenths = 0.7

b.) 72.835 = 7 tens = 70

c.) 13.178 = 7 hundredths = 0.07

d.) 27.165 = 7 ones = 7

e.) 62.467 = 7 thousandths = 0.007

Partition the following number. Try to show it 
partitioned in more than one way.

45.837

e.g. 40+5+0.8+0.03+0.007



WALT: compare and order decimal numbers.

WILF
1.) Understand the value of decimal 
numbers.
2.) Use <, > and = signs.
3.) Know how to use zeros as place 
holders.





Comparing Decimals

Decide with a partner whether a <, > or = sign would be needed 
between these pairs of decimals.

12.37        12.45

7.65           7.29

34.02        34.15

56.99        56.34

23.1          23.10



Comparing Decimals

Decide with a partner whether a <, > or = sign would be needed 
between these pairs of decimals.

12.37   <     12.45

7.65       >    7.29

34.02      <  34.15

56.99    >    56.34

23.1    =   23.10

Why was this easy to 
do?



Comparing Decimals

• How about these two?

• 43.175              43.18

• Why might this be more difficult?

• What might we be able to do to help?



Comparing Decimals

• How about these two?

• 43.175       <       43.180

• Why might this be more difficult?

• What might we be able to do to help?

Top Tip!

Make sure that the 
numbers have the same 
amount of digits after 
the decimal point.

Then,simply compare 
the decimal part of the 
number.



Your turn

• 1.) 23.416       23.2

• 2.) 56.982       56.99

• 3.) 72.046       72.1

• 4.) 83.579       83.61

• 5.) 134.02       134.002

• 6.) 245.015     245.150

Challenge
1.) 4.95        4 and 95 hundredths
2.) 17 and 126 thousandths       17.3
3.) 31 and 41 hundredths       31.406



Your turn

• 1.) 23.416   >    23.2

• 2.) 56.982     <  56.99

• 3.) 72.046    <   72.1

• 4.) 83.579    <   83.61

• 5.) 134.02     >  134.002

• 6.) 245.015  <   245.150

Challenge
1.) 4.95   =     4 and 95 hundredths
2.) 17 and 126 thousandths <       17.3
3.) 31 and 41 hundredths   >    31.406



Be prepared to explain your 
answer to the class.



Ordering Decimals

When ordering, follow the same principles as when comparing.

Make sure that the numbers have the same amount of digits after the 
decimal point.

Order these numbers in descending order.

34.1           34.023            34.16         34.73         34.305        34.02      



Ordering Decimals

When ordering, follow the same principles as when comparing.

Make sure that the numbers have the same amount of digits after the 
decimal point.

Order the numbers in descending order.

34.100 34.023            34.160 34.730 34.305        34.020

34.02       34.023    34.1     34.16     34.305     34.73    



Your turn- order in ascending order
1.) 12.4        12.06      12.193       12.402       12.9      12.16

______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______  

2.) 25.135      23.02      23.8      23.714   23.001       23.51

______  _______  ______  _______  _______  _______

3.) 43.09        43.9       43.99       43.009       43.090      43.999

______  _______  _______  _______  _______  _______

Challenge

Write these masses in order starting with the lightest.

1.25kg   0.99kg  1.025kg  0.009kg   900g

______  ______  ______  ______  _______





8.504






